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HPH, Future Present, and Paradox
« Reply #13 on: April 24, 2009, 02:12:40
AM tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove message
Split Topic

HPH, Future Present, and Paradox
Question posed to me recently by a colleague:
“As I understand it, their software works a bit like a search engine.
The bots go out and look for emotive words/phrases on the web,
return, and report for analysis.
So if they are pushing out towards 2019, that seems to argue that the
web will still exist in 2019. No interference from Solar flares,
much reduced population, satellite failures, wars, censorship, etc
etc.....
Which seems to argue that the ‘back-echoes’ of emotion that they are
measuring are not totally web-dependent.” ???
My comments:
It is my understanding that HPH ability to project events is based upon
relationships of language today. The working hypothesis is that language reflects
some levels of unconscious “knowing”. The emotional impact of large, usually
traumatic events, ripples outward and the larger human energetic antenna
provides a basis for verbiage to reflect (and I would add influence) future events.
Math is used to filter out the strongest correlative relationships.
Just because they have indications of events having a 80 year impact, doesn’t
mean there will be any humans around to even care one way or another what
happened in the past. To me this means that the level of change is perceived now
as being so immense that it will have an 80 year (or whatever) effect.
On the other hand, the point can be made that humans now are unconsciously
expecting to have some of the species around for 80 more years+ and that this is
a good indicator of the continuity of humans on earth.
However, just because humans now are unconsciously expecting to be around 80
years or 20 years, etc., doesn’ t make it so. The tendency of human genetic
persistence is a factor that in my view transcends the ordinary or unconscious
mind. Thus it would be too traumatic for human mind to consider the extinction
of this human race. Unthinkable. Ergo, it is * projected * some of us will be
around, albeit banged and scarred up a bit, in 20 years, 80 years, etc.
As to Internet continuity, naturally those in charge will do what they can to
maintain some semblance of connectivity during major changes. After all they
need a system as well. Of course there will always be restricted channels. As it is
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now. Nevertheless, it can only be expected that during major changes, there will
be serious Internet outages as far as the public and ordinary commercialdom is
concerned. The only channels working (maybe) will be those that are heavily
protected from space energies and planetary breakup. Tenuous indeed.
BTW, HPH has detected Internet disruptions of significant duration.
In one set of future travels, I came to one of the remaining human outposts. I
was informed by my “guide” - a resident of this fortified village, that 2036 was the
demarcation for the end. (The fortifications were mainly to protect against
massive water inundations that were occurring in their locale (and presumably
elsewhere). They made a point of showing me the “Canadian drains” that were
built along the main length of the settlement. Huge open storm drain affairs. )
What was not clear to me was what would replace this human population.
Recently I came across an interesting comment by Rudolf Steiner concerning the
“unexpended” etheric bodies of some humans formerly alive who were be part of
a future population. Verrrry interesting. He said that 100 yrs ago!
-ASK
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HPH Forecasts: Key assumptions to
consider
« Reply #14 on: November 13, 2009, 11:30:50
PM tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

Considerations in interpreting HPH forecasts
Recently, HalfPastHuman has made dramatic announcements that coincide
with what a handful of 2012/earth change researchers have speculated. To
human 3d reality, one cannot get more extreme: polar shifts, crustal slips, solar
radiations, and death of the vast majority of humans on this planet.
HalfPastHuman has been unique in its ability to detect and analyze patterns that
reflect highly probable future events and has generally been strongest in
predicting financial and social trends.
As I have written before, a good question is whether HPH mainly reflects the level
of present era consciousness, vibration, awareness, etc. that unconsciously
projects itself into a future. This is distinct from future events and future
awareness being registered by those in present day awareness. Consider that if a
novel future concept or event has no present day counterpart or analog or
descriptor, how could it register properly with people who have no frame of
reference? Also, consider future events that would be considered nearly
“inconceivable” to present day awareness: for example the earth leaving its orbit,
or a major shift in the earth poles. Until these are introduced into the popular
consciousness in the present, such as from movies or other media
It is my view that the present era human level awareness can only
project itself in the future what is familiar to it from its past. This is
consistent with what occurs with channellers --whatever the purpose to the
source material, it can only express itself through the limited frame of reference
and language constructs of the channel.
This is also not unlike economic forecasts that can only make future projections
based on past trends and thus cannot make meaningful predictions if the future
period is one of a major paradigm shift. But, like a moving average, over time,
this too shifts somewhat as mass consciousness shifts. But the rate of shift is
glacially slow, as evidenced by the stable persistence of core beliefs and values in
any given population.
Since HPH detected some major indicators of planetary change as well as
population change well before the recent dramatic rise in 2012 material, I would
tend to believe that the earlier reports were really picking up on something very
major in the near future.
The HPH system tends to pickup on negative emotional values and it is very
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likely that the bigger the event in emotional impact, the more likely it is farther
into the future than the HPH system initially registers –for those events in the 1
to 5 year range.
What could trigger a major paradigm shift in the human collective unconsciousness so that it no longer defines itself based on past or familiar
references? Major events like pole shifts, a crustal slip/shift, and massive space
energies –and what I have taken to calling a collective NDE. A collective NDE
could be triggered by the flooding of this locale with high energy space radiations
–that, coupled with the powerful spiritual energies that are incoming from
Source.
-ASK
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Updated Comments on Recent HPH
Material
« Reply #16 on: April 05, 2010, 01:29:03 AM Reply Modify message Remove message
tz-US/NY »
Split Topic
Updated Comments on Recetn HPH Material
NOTE: NES readers might want to see the March 31 HalfPastHuman
public commentary
http://www.halfpasthuman.com/woowoodo.html and
accompanying graphic http://www.halfpasthuman.com/IMG.pdf . If
interested, compare the 2009 reports (not just the December one) to
this most recent commentary for 2010. When reading substitute
“Creator of All” for “universe” in the text to test how it feels to your
spiritual sense.
I have always been intrigued and impressed by what HPH has been attempting.
However, their interpretations since the start of 2009 have been curiously
distorted and off the mark. Over the course of 2009, they became more of an
influence on “out of the box” thinking people in the USA. Various individuals’
work was promoted by HPH that were, at the least, questionable in their
reliability. End of the world, raw survivalism was promoted, especially in
response to anticipated earth changes. A private website (sanctioned by HPH)
refused to allow discussion of spiritual matters and more than once, HPH made
blanket condemnations of spiritual and ascension related solutions to humanity’s
predicament.
Without recanting or acknowledging various contradictory interpretations, their
forecasts for changes in society are making little sense when considering the
implications of their own forecasts for planetary changes and changes in
fundamental consciousness.
Too often, they have been sifting through what is being wildly speculated about
via the Internet and not filtering for this adequately. Modern content analysis is
not the same as identifying patterns based upon expressed unconscious thoughts
that indicate future events, which was one of their goals. A more honest
assessment would be that HPH is mostly based on “content analysis” and has not
been able to tap into the “unconscious precognition” of the mass psyche as it had
hoped.
One problem is that the HPH system is based on humans with present-day
consciousness and beliefs, projecting themselves into the future. Thus it is mostly
expressing variations of old paradigm awareness projecting itself into the future
= continuity of the old paradigm with some variations on itself. Furthermore, if it
is not publicly available as source material of public discussion via the Internet, it
is invisible to HPH. Likewise, what is incoming from the higher realms and that
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has not registered in 3d awareness, is therefore also unknown to their system,
especially since HPH is not able to tap into the precogntive potential of the mass
psyche.
Bearing the foregoing in mind, I found the recent update/commentary from HPH
coming across a bit more sensibly than many of the previous reports from HPH
in 2009 in which they had a hard time providing useful forecasts of social and
economic matters, what had previously been their forté.
In reading the latest material from HalfPastHuman
(http://www.halfpasthuman.com/), I note that they are suggesting an alternative
interpretation with regard to the future of human society from their data runs.
Rather than anticipate that humans will somehow recover and rebuild and
reform something out of the wreckage (physical and/or social-economic) from
the old and thus give rise to something “new”, they are seeing two distinctly
different tendencies: On the one hand they describe a tendency that I would
characterize as “getting by”, however that may be accomplished (including
scavenging). On the other hand there is another tendency that, to their linguistic
detectors, has the material advantage of new forms of energy and other
technologies –and possibly the support of “ET”s”. Their forecasting/predictive
system has not identified the core values paradigm of this element of a future
population. Perhaps this is a variation on the “haves and the have-nots”?
Now in this new commentary/update there are some noteworthy points being
made by HPH that make sense from a spiritual perspective:
· Profoundly altered states of consciousness and perceptual awareness emerging.
Physical reality is no longer what you thought it was and you cannot go back to
your old awareness.
· As this progresses, you find that you cannot even conceive of trying to explain
things to people or convince them of this other awareness. In some cases, this will
only inflame people against you.
· This is part of a deeper bifurcation occurring in society between those
enmeshed in the old reality paradigm (un-real) and a new reality paradigm (the
real).
· The defeat/mastery of the ego-self may prove to be very important criteria in
ones spiritual evolution.
· “Universe” (Creator of All?) will be the determining factor in who moves into an
awakened state and who does not. Perhaps this is connected to notions of a
“great harvest of souls”.
· The (human) powers-that-be are likely not really the top masters, rather some
non-human entities are.
· The “2012” meme may really about a demarcation between the old reality and
old ways and new reality and new ways.
· Dramatic changes in our solar system may well be a part of all these 2012
changes.
· Cautionary warning is made with regard to suspicious agendas that promote
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“the big changes” being several years away or that major cataclysm timeline has
been moved due to various reasons.
In addition, they are still anticipating several very big earthquakes for this year.
HPH suggests that the Iran-Israel war is more likely to occur near the end of this
year, rather than this April-May period. (July represents another potential
window.) They are still reporting that from early 2012 to mid-2013 there is a
blank spot in their data. Speculation is this is due to major solar storms knocking
out communications and power systems. I would suggest that much more is
involved than “only” massive solar storms.
While HPH states they have “data” projecting out 10 to 80 years, they have not
demonstrated the basis for this for it to be given any credence and may only serve
as a way to reassure that people will be around in 10 to 80 years. These long-term
projections may well only be based upon humans today remarking that the
severity of certain changes will have a multi-generational impact. Nothing more.
To whatever extent HPH is picking up on near term future humanity, they are not
describing a humanity that is transforming into a spiritually evolved race, where
is the spiritual “gnosis”? What they describe reads like present day consciousness
replicating (projecting) itself into a future based on familiar patterns and reacting
to material and psychological stress.
-ASK
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The Future According to HalfPastHuman
(HPH) – Caveat emptor
« Reply #20 on: November 01, 2010, 03:47:10 PM
tz-US/NY »
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October 31, 2010
The Future According to HalfPastHuman (HPH) – Caveat emptor
From a fairly small number of private subscribers several years ago, HPH now
influences millions of people through the medium of online and broadcast
interviews. I continue to read their reports with interest but would like to offer a
critique to help our readers in developing their discernment.
At one time a key HPH assumption was that in myriad ways speech/writing of
many people reflects an unconscious awareness of coming events. This premise
was one of the cornerstones of their work. As a former professional research
consultant, I am well aware of the power of advanced content analysis that, if
filtered a certain way under the right sort of direction, could yield predictive
information. This only works of course for those who know what content they are
looking for and who can then interpret the patterns properly.
Over the recent years, I have noted that several people with precognitive and
other psychic abilities have predicted similar future events as HPH (or vice
versa). Both sources of similar predictions have been “temporally displaced”
concerning similar events. One explanation is that often psychics are “reading”
from the human collective mind –as HPH attempts to do so in its own way. I
would suggest that many major global events are subject to perturbations in the
flow of time –as well as subject to invisible manipulations by various forces of the
dark and the light.
While some are critical of the “negative” tone of HPH, grim sounding predictions
of a grim near-term 3d future for humans is simply calling it as it is most likely to
be. Furthermore, their predictive system is best at detecting strong negative
emotional values. That is how humans are. Makes sense to me.
This also means that there is very little of a positive nature coming through these
reports. For those who may think otherwise, technology “fixes” or people forming
colonies of collectives for mutual survival does not signify anything “positive”.
Unless, that is, all one is focused on is surviving for the sake of surviving.
At this point I would remind everyone that one of the hallmarks of the new
human will be to become increasingly conscious as the spiritual purpose in their
being. “Why am I (existing)?”
As per their disclaimers, HPH does not offer guidance for future “positive
attractors”, but rather major events to avoid interacting with if possible. So it is
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good to be aware of where not to go, what not to do, and what dangers may lurk
around the bend, etc. “Neti, neti…”
As concerns humanity’s future, HPH has some “signal” indicating something of a
future existence for some portion of humanity. But this is based upon a thin
assumption that their future predictive system has any grounding in any reality
beyond the near term of a few years or less.
To make the point further, humans naturally will consciously and unconsciously
project themselves into the future, even a grim-sounding one. In the IOOW-2000
national research study, a clear majority of respondents expected humans would
continue on, no matter what. That distorted meme that “humans will adapt no
matter what” was prevalent came as no surprise. It was interesting that a large
portion of people expected some major disasters coming over their own imagined
10-year horizon.
HPH mostly resembles the state of present day human consciousness, thus the
overall “meme theme” naturally emphasizes survival and durability of humans
for a period of a generation or more.
However, it is my sense that the vibrational state of material reality is becoming
unstable. It is this consideration, along with the obvious collapse of human
civilization, that suggests that there is no way to even predict a future for this
version of humans, or whether this version of humans has a future. This may play
out in terms of obvious material death of vast numbers of people in combination
with vibrational changes and the corresponding shifts in consciousness. Some of
this is also hinted at in HPH material over the recent two years.
Whatever the case, there is no material basis for long term predictions from HPH
since these future projections are partly based on a selective analysis of present
day humans presuming they have a future based upon their responses to present
day changes –simply what is published by people making speculative statements
about the future. This latter group includes a full range of topics about economic,
planetary, or space forecasting. Also, there are meme influences, such as the
movie “Knowing” or “2012”, that they cannot filter out, unless it is an explicit
movie reference.
It is also very interesting that no clear patterns have been identified that indicate
anything resembling social-spiritual evolution of humanity and the fundamental
paradigm of consciousness. HPH only offers superficial notions of “techno-fixes”
such as “new electrics” and mention of “self organizing collectives” of people who
have some knowledge and experience between them to make “stuff” for
themselves and for trade.
The vast majority of people have very little of any useful skills, presently live in
crowded cities, dependent upon a just-in-time distribution system, amid
degrading planetary conditions not conducive to healthy life.
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To the extent that HPH touches on anything “spiritual”, it equates “universe”
with “god” or some “higher order intelligence” without making any distinction as
to the qualities of what sort of “higher intelligence” dominates our corner of
creation.
There are those who like to promote that “universe/god” is “in charge” and so
whatever happens, is “meant to be”. The use of such expression projects the
meme that you are operating in an intelligent/sentient creational matrix and that
naturally promotes your own higher interests. The concealed caveat (fine print) is
that this is a fallen creation dominated by the dark.
While HPH may offer good insights into the human “powers-that-be” and even
hints at the extant “extra-terrestrial” (ET) powers-that-be, it also masks the true
nature of a fallen existential paradigm. This perspective is aligned with various
approaches by the dark forces to their own internal self-correction whose aim is
to further improve and reinforce their hold on their creational domain. This is
also aligned with various humans who give the appearance of exposing the
darkness and evil of the human and/or ET powers-that-be –but who
fundamentally are supporting the larger levels of the dark powers. This is
essentially a higher level version of misdirection. It is an “as above” version of the
“as below” misdirection to direct blame to one country or religion or power block
over another.
This notion of an undifferentiated view of “universe/god” is all too close to the
delusional notion that “going with the flow” is an indication that you are doing
things right and everything is fine. Considering the nature and tendency of the
“intelligent flow” of the realm of the dark matrix order, these would be dangerous
waters to swim/flow in or to be carried along by.
There is essentially little or no difference between these two belief memes.
The repeated use in HPH reports of abusive, assaultive expression such as the
“universe slapping people upside the head” does nothing to illuminate the true
nature of this reality or the true nature of this sector of creation. It only reflects
the incoherent, chaotic, and fundamentally violent nature of this dark creation
structure. More importantly this notion imputes that there is something right and
correct about this “universe” and thus further masks the fallen nature of this
portion of creation. To say the least, it is demoralizing.
The dominant creational matrix is one of the dark, and while it is ending, it has
not ended just yet. And the bulk of the human experience is a direct byproduct of
this dark creational system.
Prophecy/predictions have long been used to legitimize the “special” position of
authority of those whose “know” over those who do not. Most religions are based
upon this principle, some ET-channelled sources rely on this as well. So there are
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also renegades in the global elite who reveal certain truths and make accurate
prognostications. Just because one “knows” –for whatever the reasons –does not
mean that one is correct in the “right and good sort of way”. By this I refer to
good and right for human spiritual evolution and freedom from the control of
dark forces. Thus many sources of prophecy that originate from the dark can
make useful and accurate predictions/prophecies. For whatever strange reasons,
humans will then accept more and more of what such sources have to say without
exercising proper discernment.
As to the possibilities of 2012-2013 representing a period marked by higher
“gnosis”, as per HPH, this lacks proper clarification in their materials. Especially
given that HPH has repeatedly rejected spiritual solutions, and especially
anything pertaining to “ascension”. To HPH, ascension means you’re dead and
gone and that is that and implies this is “not a good thing”. Therefore most of
their material-intellectual readership will naturally follow this into rejecting
spiritual consciousness as a solution. Thus this further reinforces the
maintenance of humanity in a dark force controlled paradigm. So what if people
are living “simpler” lives in new forms of collectives? This has nothing to do with
spiritually evolved consciousness.
Devoid of a defined spiritual context, such statements can only point people to do
Internet searches on gnosis and Gnostics. This of course leads to intricately
complex websites from various sources presenting different perspectives on the
nature of reality. Most tend to reinforce variations of “Christianity”, especially
due to an over reliance on such sources as the Nag Hammadi library, etc.
Among the ancient “Gnostics”, as people tend to call them today, there were those
who believed that supreme creator god set up a creation system (a fallen realm to
us) of antagonistic polarity to enhance some perverse “learning process”, etc. and
there were others who believed that this nightmare of a fallen realm was due to a
terrible “cosmic error”. There were also those branches that essentially provided
some of the underpinnings to various Christian religious tendencies.
So given the lack of understanding by people of these two fundamentally differing
paradigms, how will those readers of HPH fare in their search for “gnosis”? All
this usually leads to from various “Gnostic” sources is more confused polarity
thinking dominated by dark side distortions. Rare few have penetrated what
truths there are in all this scrambled ancient record. Few humans even know that
there are organized “Gnostic” groups or belief systems that are wholly of the dark
side.
In more recent HPH material, there has been discussion concerning some very
small number of humans with supra-normal abilities –perhaps appearing in
2011. Their report suggests that some may have backgrounds involving murder
and violence. (Sounds like the story plot to that dark and creepy television series
“Heroes”.) In earlier material they had similar references in the context of
humans possessing ET/alien technology. In general, the impression given by
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HPH is that somehow these people would prove their abilities in some material
way. Strangely, HPH also compares these abilities with “saints”.
Throughout the ages, dark beings have presented all manner of “miracles” and
supra-normal abilities as “proof” of their “high nature”. This has usually been
sufficient to trick nearly everyone into believing that this to be “proof” that they
must be of the “good and right”. This is not much different than those foolish
humans today who equate advanced technology of ET’s as evidence that they
therefore are ethically or spiritually more advanced as well –or those who get
pulled into various dark-side directed global meditations.
Unless they are operating from an ascended state of consciousness, in concert
with the higher creation energies that are beyond the dark forces, supra-human
beings with supra-ordinary powers are only humans who have learned to
manipulate subtle energies more effectively than others.
In the last October 2010 report, HPH suggests that the most important question
today is “what will the shadow government world do?” This statement is closely
associated with “no one gets of out of this world alive”. While this may be an
obvious statement in its own right, taken with the larger context that has
developed through HPH, such concluding remarks only serve to obfuscate the
nature of being and the nature of consciousness, something that is spiritual
problem. This set of perspectives serves to keep people looking low, and in all the
wrong places, for solutions to the imminent collapse of this social and economic
reality. It keeps people within the control sphere of the dark, with only the form
of human control changing.
Given their dismissal of anything pertaining to “ascension” the overall meme
paradigm of HPH is a dismal one of continued imprisonment in a fallen world,
perhaps one that eventually becomes a little less violent and with fewer people.
-ASK
PS
There are a few things I wish HPH would make clean statements about: How is it
that their time line patterns are nearly identical to those of the Time Wave
Zero/Fractal Time programs developed by McKenna and Meyer? While it is very
nice that they suggest content to these time line patterns, it would also be nice to
know how they have integrated this into their work. Without such an explanation,
there is the appearance that the basis of these graphical displays is entirely of
their own discovery. One might also ask why the insertion of up-to-the-minute
snippets from the Internet in their reports without identifying them as such. By
the time people read the reports and process other Internet information sources,
it would then appear as though HPH was remarkably “prescient” on small items
here and there.
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It would also be appreciated if they would provide a proper explanation of the
difference between their sifting and sampling through all manner of sources,
including future-oriented Internet pages versus other forms of news and
information. This could resolve the question of how much their system relies
upon a self-feeding consensus process of speculative commentaries, versus other
primary sources of information, even if skewed by matrix world order agendas,
etc. To date, they continue to offer nearly unqualified endorsement to the work of
questionable sources such as Geryl who claim to have worked out the specifics as
to the end of the world from solar energies, etc.
And then there is the matter of that “private forum” that was endorsed by HPH
even though they claimed they were not responsible for it. It captured enormous
numbers of reader/members and mined these people for details to suit the shady
agendas of the founders. Eventually certain topics and concepts were deemed too
threatening to the agendas of those controlling the private forum and member
messages and postings were deleted and many participants banned. Eventually
most of the discussions degenerated to trivia concerning the next “movie plot”
twists of the matrix world order and yielded very little insight into anything of
importance. The HPH private forum served to control and limit the thought
processes of all participants in a darkly disturbing manner. There is now a new
forum for HPH that claims not be engage in such underhanded activities. But the
damage has already been done.
//END
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Update on HPH and TWZ Timing Graphs
« Reply #22 on: December 03, 2010, 01:58:20
PM tz-US/NY »
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Update on HPH and TWZ Timing Graphs
Note: This further adds to my previous post on HPH:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=73.msg4895#msg4895 and
to help highlight the period we are in and NOT to endorse or promote HPH
(halfpasthuman.com) work in any way shape or manner.
Too many people mistakenly presume that because someone or something
provides a warning prediction or warning prophecy that comes true closely as
originally described, that therefore the source is reliable and should be followed.
To the contrary.
Regardless of their stated or original intentions, it is my sense HPH has
developed practically and energetically into something that shows hints of how
bad things can get for humans on earth, denies/dismisses spiritual solutions,
promotes raw survival for its own sake, endorses a number of highly questionable
characters, then offers up some distorted and very risky energy practices without
any proper qualifications. If I had to provide an overall characerization from all
this , it woudl be that the recent year of HPH is helping the dark side to keep
everyone trapped on earth without connection to higher oneness. It sounds too
much like the Matrix movie in which the "good guys" really are never freed.
Interesting and useful has HPH has been over the years, I do not believe that
their projections and exposures have prevented war or collapse, and HPH
interpretations have become increasingly distorted and headed into dark side
service than any service to spiritual or positive evolution.
They appear to expose the dark, but actually box people in further.
If anything, the wider public distribution of HPH material has increasingly
dragged along thousands of otherwise intelligent individuals into a dark corner
and established parameters of thought and analysis that are inherently limiting to
the dark control realm.
This has been most noticeable over this recent year and is now fairly complete. A
new HPH discussion forum was founded to replace the first one that mainly
existed to control and restrict discussions of those people who were most
interested in their work. Based upon the comments at the new forum there, there
may be less restriction and more openness in discussion content, however it is
clear that only a few who gravitated to the new forum have much of an
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understanding of how the human control systems work, and none indicates
understanding of the larger cosmology of the dark forces that arose from an error
in the processes of creation.
HPH has made blanket dismissals of any spiritual solutions for humanity and
promotes raw survival for its own sake. HPH has given blanket endorsement to
various disinformation agents and fear-mongerers such as Geryl and Icke. Now
Cliff High is promoting distorted Taoist energy practices that generally lead to
death and dark parasitism and NOT to ascension or true awakening. This is
consistent with the earlier dismissal of spiritual solutions.
A page from the GA:News Sept 2010 A-List Update is attached here as a PDF that
shows some of the TWZ and HPH graphs for your comparison.
-ASK
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Falacies of "Secrets Revealed" - WikiLeaks,
HalfPastHuman and more
« Reply #23 on: December 06, 2010, 04:30:41 PM
tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

"Secrets Revealed" and Other Falsehoods
As to Assange's original intentions, I cannot say. What he is about is larger than
him and he knows this. I certainly wish him no harm. But he is involved in a
dangerous game that is not fully under anyone’s control. Many people can be
taken in thinking they are doing a service. But his very public and unequivocal
remarks concerning Zionism-Israel-Netanyahu, etc. as well as other salient
points raise serious questions as to the true intent behind allowing WikiLeaks to
make those releases. Here is my summary.
And yes, I read another article forwarded me by a member of this network.
Subject: Some Reasons Why Wikileaks Isn't a "CIA/NWO/Zionist/Pro-War
Propaganda Operation" - Home - Seismologik. It is a very weak link
presentation with little logical continuity.
One of the concepts that HalfPastHuman (HPH) tracks is “secrets revealed”. In
the generally naïve context of presuming that the “bad guys” will eventually get
their comeuppances, a majority of HPH readers, like those naïve and fervent
UFO/ET “disclosure” fans, presume that this is the revelation of “truth” and thus
an indication of improvement to the human situation.
The recent WikiLeaks incidents are a good example of why this is not so. The
founder of WikiLeaks is a strong public supporter of the Israeli Zionists,
specifically Netanyahu --and he was an outspoken denier of the truth about the
events of Sept 11, 2001. (These two points alone should make his motives highly
suspect.) Other background suggests he "made a deal" with the Israelis to
sanitize their "secret" communications and that the US State Dept had already
approved the release of the 600+ "secret cables" released by Assange and
company --the main ones used in the mainstream media headlines.
Thus it should be no surprise that the Israeli’s got an easy treatment while other
governments that have not 100% towed the line of the Israeli-Zionists received
some embarrassing publicity. One could infer that this is a gentle warning that
“gloves are off” if the Israeli-Zionists and their most fervent allies in the world do
not get their way.
The WikiLeaks “revelations” were also used immediately to link N. Korea and
Iran thus implying justification to attack both countries.
Others who were embarrassed were mostly minor functionaries –after all unless
one is a highly trusted high level insider, diplomats usually do not have access to
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the real secrets, unless by accident or deliberate trading of inside information.
Remember, these are not high level secrets that have been published.
As it is with the UFO/ET “disclosure groupies”, most mistakenly presume and
assume that this is evidence of a great truth being revealed. Why would anyone
think that? Nearly everyone who has had an interest in the UFO/ET affairs
believes or knows that ET’s exist and that there have been various secret “black
operations” by humans to engineer and build various types of “advanced
technologies, some derived directly from “ET’s”.
Those who would be among the “disclosure groupies” also include a large portion
who naively and mistakenly believe that “ET’s are good and therefore should
welcome any ET-alien types with open arms. This essay is not the place for a
discourse on the dangers of such foolishness. Suffice to say that the new age from
its inceptions a century ago was influenced and guided by some very dark side
entities, including “ET” types.
So what is the big deal? And why would anyone expect the shadow government
to reveal real truth? If, and that is a big if, such official disclosures were to be
made, it would be nearly a sure thing that this does not bode well for ordinary
humans. Same is true if there were any official revelations/acknowledgements
that the events around September 11, 2001 were the work of a shadow
government operation.
Such revelations would never disclose real truths, only partial facts that further
conceal more hidden control agendas.
So if officialdom or its designated surrogates make much public noise about all
this, one can safely begin with the notion that it is another control agenda ploy
and begin looking for who benefits by such “disclosures” the most.
Behind all these deep dark and terrible secrets is a deeper truth that can never be
disclosed, except when it no longer matters. This secret undermines all
presumptions of the nature of human reality and the nature and reliability of the
existence of the human self.
When large numbers of humans discover this for themselves, it will no longer
matter since they will then be beyond the limitations of the human belief systems
that control them while their are physically alive and have influenced them after
they die from their bodies.
More importantly they will be beyond the reach of the dark and well on their way
to their next stage of spiritual evolution.
-ASK
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Re: Falacies of "Secrets Revealed" - WikiLeaks,
HalfPastHuman and more
« Reply #26 on: December 14, 2010, 12:54:06 PM
Reply Modify message Remove
tz-US/NY »
message Split Topic
Before "WikiLeaks" became the featured darling of the arch-establishment
media, I too had some hope that it was the "real deal" thus it did not warrant
much more of my attention at the time. This is usually the case for me, unless I
know something to be part of a larger and more important strategy. So now it has
received some of my attention.
Today, a simple and thoughtful search of the Internet will turn up a number of
intelligent articles discussing backgournd on Assange and WikiLeaks. Yes, the
issue here is not to deconstruct all the details, rather it is to understand that these
"revelations" are highly filtered, redacted, and selectively presented to a gullible
public that is thirsting for truth, blood, or simply more titillating entertainment.
It would be terrible mistake to presume that this represents anything about a new
level fo freedom. A few "real" leaks may be included of course just to keep the
"faithful" and "hopeful" coming back for more.
I would posit that any new found freedom one finds today has to do with
connecting with the higher energies and freeing oneself from the hooks and
attachments of the myriad modalities of the dark.
1. It has been more apparent over rent months that Assange/WikiLeaks is part of
the global mind control/deception. When the system needs to it can distract and
relieve emotional social pressures by feeding people mud when their thirst is for
clean water. Most people do not know nor can tell the difference anymore.
2. Prime “establishment” fronts such as Forbes Magazine, The Economist, New
Scientist, New York Times, etc. do not ever run interviews and articles with
people like Assange if they are really what they present themselves to be. Never.
3. Given Assange’s stated public goals from the beginning of the WikiLeak
project, it was obvious that this was an extension of the PTB global social control
policies. Given his position to know, it is not likely that he was so naïve and
ignorant of how the world is controlled.
4. While it is important for people to at least take the position of freedom of
press, transparency, and an open Internet, etc., there is absolutely nothing people
can do about this in a practical or actionable way.
5. What people can do, for those who are spiritually focused, is to attend to the
Light and their own completion as spiritual human beings.
6. For those people who cannot relate to this, they can at the least focus on local
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community and neighbors and form transitional islands of mutual cooperation
and support as this is truly the end of this civilization in every manner imaginable
and unimaginable.
The simplest guiding principles are those outlined in
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Awakened%20Community-%20Nov%2007.pdf these are trust, caring, service (in that order) and consciously placed within a
larger context, ideally that of higher spiritual oneness with true creation.
Two recent articles are attached as PDF's on background to WikiLeaks/Assange
to help those at least see through this most recent round of deceptions.
As I have warned previously, when the PTB began “revealing secrets” it is usually
deliberate misdirection and disinformation. This is another indicator of great
changes, but not the type of changes that some would be expecting or hoping for.
The problem is that those people who are “hoping for change” are still addicted
to the to allures and illusions of the “system” and that is not where the great and
good changes are to be found. They are found first and foremost in the higher
and inner awareness.
-ASK
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Oil, Whales, Earth shifting
« on: July 20, 2010, 05:26:58 PM tzUS/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove message Split
Topic

Oil, Whales, Earth shifting
From this early AM of July 20th:
I have been looking closely at the oil/earth situation that exists today. Many
years ago I visited this closely and the planet was barely tolerating all the oil wells
–like big mosquitoes sucking its blood. Its consciousness understood something
of the relationship of oil to humans and thus had a certain level of understanding
that made it possible for it to tolerate (barely) the rough intrusion into its being.
(Note: Oil is of planetary “mineral” origin, it is not a fossil fuel.)
This morning I woke with the awareness of the sperm whales reviewing how
humans treated them as organic oil refineries hunted them initially only for their
sperm oil. Later their bodily tissues were cooked to extract additional oils/fats.
Then later humans found further uses of their bodily tissues and bones that were
financially profitable for them.
It is more than ironic that the sperm whales may now become nearly extinct now
that the Gulf of Mexico is no longer habitable for them as an important earthly
place in their life cycle.
The state of consciousness of those humans that hunted whales then (and now) is
no different than that of the “oil men”.
Recall that the USA was founded upon slavery of indenture servitude, later
imported slaves from other far off lands. The industrial power of New England
ship building and trade was largely based upon the crass exploitation of sperm
whales. The forests of New England were decimated twice over to supply wood
for these ships and for the houses of people whose growth in population was
based upon this “terrible trade”.
The planet is analogous to the whale. But it has a new consciousness now, and is
quickly taking measure of the situation. And it is about to shift its surface
orientation.
-ASK
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Silverton set to erupt?
« on: March 28, 2010, 08:56:59 PM tzUS/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove message
Split Topic

Woke to a surprising warning this morning: “Silverton volcano is set to erupt”
This is what came up in Google for “silverton volcano” and “silverton eruption” and this is what seemed to fit best in terms of how this expression came to me.
Silverton Oregon is the best “logical” candidate given its proximity to the very
active Cascade volcanic mountain range.
San Juan Mountains area of Colorado. Interesting that this is not on a watch list,
but I guess after so 27 million million years, people naturally presume it is safe. It
is considered on of the biggest volcanic calderas in the world.
http://vulcan.wr.usgs.gov/LivingWith/VolcanicPast/Places/volcanic_past_color
ado.html
http://gsabulletin.gsapubs.org/content/81/8/2329.abstract
In New Zealand, there is Stewart Island and “Silvertown” but presently the
volcano there is considered dormant.
There was another unexpected set of more oblique references, all on the theme of
the likelihood of nuclear war, one mentioning USA/China..
Sorry, no dates.
-ASK
Responses to this from others this morning:
xxx and others have recently brought up Colorado’s volcanic past. And that they
believe something will happen here. (I’m near the large volcanic area. Nothing
like possibly being right in the middle of BIG things, huh? It’s where I’m suppose
to be, though. Have such a peace about it)
///
ASK, thanks for the heads-up. With the Ring of Fire so active presently, I would
not be surprised to see several volcanoes letting off steam.
... If the Alpine fault along NZ western coast let go we would face inundation
from a resultant tsunami as we are right on the eastern seaboard of Oz at a
mere seven metres above sea level. In fact there was a 5.3 and 4.4 quake just
south of Stewart Island in the last week.
///
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I have had premonitions of parts of the American southwest collapsing into the
ground. This will mainly be in areas on top of aquifers and caves that were once
chiseled out by ocean. I had the strong feeling about this around Carlsbad, New
Mexico. I have also had dreams of new seas in parts of the Southwest. I don't
know about Colorado, but maybe this is the case there, too. I had a feeling that
this premonition won't come to pass too soon. I felt like it would be around 50
years from now.
//END
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Re: Silverton - La Garita
« Reply #2 on: April 10, 2010, 04:27:26 PM tz-US/NY »
La Garita Caldera is considered to be as dangerous on the VEI (volcanic erruption
index) as Yellowstone.....
from the following link:
http://hisz.rsoe.hu/alertmap/read/index.php?pageid=svolcano_index&svid=6
Excerpt:
La Garita Caldera is a large volcanic caldera located in the San Juan volcanic field
in the San Juan Mountains in southwestern Colorado, United States, to the west
of the town of La Garita, Colorado. The eruption that created the La Garita
Caldera was, perhaps, the largest known explosive eruption in all of Earth's
history (the Siberian Traps may have been larger but the cause is still being
debated). The La Garita Caldera is one of a number of calderas that formed
during a massive ignimbrite flare-up in Colorado, Utah and Nevada from
40â??25 million years ago, and was the site of truly enormous eruptions about
28â??26 million years ago, during the Oligocene Epoch. The area devastated by
the La Garita eruption is thought to have covered a significant portion of what is
now Colorado, and ash could have fallen as far as the east coast of North America
and the Caribbean. The scale of La Garita volcanism was far beyond anything
known in human history. The resulting deposit, known as the Fish Canyon Tuff,
has a volume of approximately 1,200 cubic miles (5,000 km3), enough material
to fill Lake Michigan (in comparison, the May 18, 1980 eruption of Mt. St. Helens
was only 0.25 cubic miles (1.0
km3) in volume). By contrast, the
most powerful human-made
explosive device ever detonated,
the Tsar Bomba or Emperor
Bomb, had a yield of 50
megatons, whereas the eruption
at La Garita was approximately
105 times more powerful. It is
possibly the most energetic event
on Earth since the Chicxulub
impact, which was 50 times more
powerful.
-ASK
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USA Refugees Into Canada?
« on: January 16, 2010, 06:49:39 PM tzUS/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove message
Split Topic

Early Saturday Jan 16th
Major earthchanges and other unknown considerations prompted a flood of
people seeking to head north over the USA-Canada border. Canadian interests
had constructed small cities of pre-fab structures to house the refugees –
deliberately away from any of the major population centers. There were all
manner of problems, mainly from desperate people desperately trying to take
their guns, drugs, and other desperately bad habits across the border. This
created an impossible situation and the border crossings were officially
restricted. What I “heard” was that too many people in Canada were becoming
increasingly worried about the influx of the “anarchy” prevalent in the USA into
Canada. This of course caused even greater border difficulties.
End sequence.
-ASK
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Sausalito flooding Re: Visions of Quakes
& Tsunamis
« Reply #1 on: December 24, 2007, 12:12:41
AM tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

Woke up this morning with an earthchange experience - Sausalito (CA) was in a
house with some people. Tidal surges kept getting higher and higher. Some went
to the door with water coming in underneath. Some to windows. Time to get out.
While I am in West Montana now, I lived in W Marin CA for quite a while. I have
not had specific earth change dreams/visions lately as I have been focused on
other levels that are beyond theordinary time ahd physicality. So this is most
unusual and I would say portends what is to come.
It is my firm belief that the earth change events - and more that we have all been
experiencing, reading about, and sharing, are truly upon us.
I would say in general that we have 9 months or less in which to be very clear as
to our personal priolrities, and if they include staying put (most likely for most)
then it would be VERY prudent to begin preparing now for the worst in terms of
economic, social, political, and environmental changes. .
No, I do not see this as an all of a sudden earth change event - not yet at least.
These are gradually rachettign up. (Of course for anyone caught up in a localized
event, it will be as if the end of everything familar to them.)
I will be posting a general outlook for 2008-2010 in a few days and most welcome
feedback on it. It will be under predictions board with a link on this one.
Of relevant background, I would refer anyone to the Dec GA news SOV
commentary (see articles board).
-ASK in MT
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Tsunami sequence – U.K. and Michael
Caine
« Reply #16 on: May 22, 2008, 11:20:23 PM Reply Modify message Remove message
tz-US/NY »
Split Topic
Tsunami sequence – U.K.
May 22
This morning I had a double tsunami dream and in so observing it as it was being
“experienced” I realized that my time-transcending higher aspects were
downloading information concerning likely future events so that whomever it at
this location in time would be most likely to be precognitively well prepared .
In the sequence we were aware of the impending catastrophe and rented three
houses all in a row and were doing some cross bracing between them. When the
time came we moved in and arranged ourselves in a way that we would be partly
shielded by portions of the building. Good plan, but the arrangements were not
ideal. Immediately started again in a second sequence with different
modifications and arranging ourselves differently within the buildings. Better
results when the massive waves came. I also recalled that these preparations I
was so aware of were not the first time, perhaps third of fourth go ‘round.
In examining the entire scene, this ”I” who is posting this, noticed the design and
proportion of these houses –they appeared most likely to be located in the U.K.
Also in the dream sequence there was Michael Caine, the british actor. It seemed
he would die in this event and it would be his “final performance” and he would
be remembered well. (FWIW, I rarely ever have dreams or visions that involve
famous people.) So this is a temporal marker, perhaps. One that suggests a near
future event.
So this is a new facet of preparation emanating from our likely future that is
aided by transcending time and utilizes higher self intercommunications.
FWIW, I have not had massive tsunami visions since those of a few years ago that
showed details of earthquakes and oceanic alterations of the west coast of n
America. So I guess I was overdue for some updates.
-ASK
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Another massive flooding - waves
dream
« Reply #17 on: June 04, 2008, 05:34:51 PM Reply Modify message Remove message
tz-US/NY »
Split Topic
Midwest or East Coast?
This must be my second or third inundation by water dream since the
UK./Michael Caine one. In this one I was (as is often the case)
seeing/experiencing through the awareness of another who is actually involved in
the event. This was the case for the UK experience and nearly all of my earthcatastrophe dreams/visions. Always through the awareness of another. They are
usually never aware of my presence.
So this morning it was a house like structure, the waves/water was undermining
the structure (a good metaphor for energy work). What was interesting was that I
had some geographic info provided. The town's name was Snyder/Schneider - I
think Snyder fit the best. And there were railroad tracks nearby.
A simple Google search for town of snyder or schneider and railroad turned up
one logical candidate of Schneider on the east shore of Virginia. Many
"sensitives" are anticipating east coast related quakes and oceanic inundations quite possibly this year - and perhaps into 2009 - perhaps multiple events.
There was also the Oklahoma town of Snyder that was destroyed by a gigantic
tornado in 1905 , fires in 1906 and 1909. This was a possible location as well,
especially since the railroad seemed important and the town's name seemed to be
Snyder than Schneider.
There are credible intuitive forecasts of a massive storm this year to cause much
damage to portions of Texas and way beyond the gulf coast considerably inland.
This puts Snyder (in southwest oklahoma) at a northern point of possible
trajectory.
Something that bears watching.
-ASK
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UK Tsunami Dream - and Ascension
Sequel
« Reply #23 on: June 07, 2008, 08:20:12
PM tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove message
Split Topic

UK Tsunami Dream and Ascension
(Another UK-destruction from wave sequence I had:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=105.msg1924#msg1924)
This morning I woke, back in England again. I was seeing and experiencing
through a woman who was in her car - you know one of those little compact styles
they have there. Yes, she really was sitting on the right hand side, for those of you
doing little "reality checks". I was seeing and experiencing through her.
Observing and assisting. She was in the process of ascending. Consciously leaving
her body, connecting to her higher awareness, ready to leave her body behind. I
heard and felt all her thoughts, the quality of the connecting, etc., the energy, etc.
All of a sudden a female british bobbie/policewoman loudly knocks on the glass
totally stopping the process. So the woman in the car/we rolls down the window
- the female policeperson shoves in a couple of inflatable life vests - I saw the
markings on them.
This well intentioned but misguided cop was only concerned with saving physical
life, regardless.
Of course the life jackets would be of little help given the powerful wave that was
expected. So clearly there was some very brief warning period in which public
"safety" people would be running around like mad doing what little they could do.
The human energy in the city was of course chaotic and fear panic ridden.
End of sequence. I popped out of the merged space.
-ASK
PS
Clearly there was some warning, but not enough for people to do anything more
than pray, try floating/swimming with lifevests, etc. There was no evidence of
earthquake upheavals, etc. Thus I infer this was related to some oceanic event
distant across the Atlantic - Likely candidates: meteor hitting ocean, massive
volcanic/undersea landslide event, or major rip in the oceanic faults.
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Yellowstone, Montana, Western region
« Reply #25 on: January 01, 2009, 03:11:54
PM tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

NOTE:
I do NOT anticipate a major eruption this year (2009) however 2010-2011 it is
more likely. There may be a small one in Yellowstone in 2009, but not a
catastrophic one. However, I remain concerned about other eruptions in N
American, especially those closely linked to Yellowstone geologically or
energeticaly.
-ASK
2009 New Years AM
Cracks in the Ground, Magma Viewed
This morning I woke "seeing" the snow fall outside but thinking it was ashfall.
(Yes it is snowing.) Why? I then remembered scanning the earth including
Yellowstone and "seeing" slight cracks and they were beginning to glow from teh
magma coming up. I recall telling my wife who is often a "travelling companion"
in these situation to look closely. So she saw it too.
Follow up comment:
I do anticipate an eruption at Yellowstone, but initially I only see it as moderate
to small. Of course that alone will dramatic enough! When? perhaps soon
enough in 2009. Impossible to say wiht any certainty of course. I do expect is
that this will be connected to eruptions in the Cascade Mtns. - those will be of
grerater impact to people. 2009 we will see a dramatic increase in volcanic
activity globally. This in turn will have important climate effects.
BACKGROUND
We live on the NW edge of the geologically noted ashfall zone from Yellowstone.
(See link in NES forums fro ilustration: Of course there is no guarantee that
future ashfall will be light here. Having been throguh eruptions in Alaska, even 2
inches of ash fall mixed with snow, for example, would cause massive damage to
human structures and trees and plants. I have been "seeing" a moderate eruption
occurring at Yellowstone for over a year now. When, it is hard to say. Over ayear
ago, I was anticipating it for end of 2008 period. So it is verrrry interesting that
Yellowstone is active and getting attention.
This fall I was seeing a future overlay of landslides of trees/forest overburden
coming down the western slopes of the Bitterroot Mtn. near where we live. The
image also said "when the mountains would move". A seer friend was very
concerned that late 2007 Yellowstone woudl erupt in a serious way. Of course it
did not and at the time I did not see it occurring then.
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Another senstiive has had visions of the flooding of the western region - most
likely due to subsidence of the lands from earthquake/tectonic plate shifts and (I
woudl add) quite possibily from shifts of magma that ordinarily. Independently
of this person, I too have had future overlays of 100 to 200 ft of water over head.
The only logical explanation woudl be the subsidence land that woudl allow ocean
water. Yet another seer I knwo had a sense of the lands dropping suddenly. As to
the "when" of these events, I would seem (emphasis on "seem") within a few
short years. But this is all speculation right now as we have nothing more to go
on.
-END
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Yellowstone dream/vision/rv update
from Allison
« Reply #26 on: January 02, 2009, 02:14:46
PM tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

http://earthboppin.net/cgibin/talkrec.cgi?submit=lt&baseurl=http://earthboppin.net/talkshop/geology&m
sg_num=73848
FROM A POSTING AT ANOTHER FORUM:
I am not sure where to post this because it is part vision, part sensitive and part
remote viewing.So I guess I'll post it on the board where YS is being discussed the
most.
Is or is Yellowstone not going to blow and become a life changing event for all of
humanity? If I could answer that I surely would but I can only observe what I can
see, feel and have experienced in waking vision.
It was about 5 years ago when I was as if I was high above the earth looking
down. What I saw was that YS had erupted and erupted big time. There was a
huge blackened area over most of the western half of the U.S., all the way into the
Ohio Valley area.It reached south as far as northern Tx. and west to about eastern
California.It was somewhat into canada but not as much as I would have thought.
The blast seemed to have been turned more towards the south. I took note of
what time of the yaer it was according to the vegetation that still existed in the
eastern half of the US. It appeared to be late spring because of how lush green
everything was.
Now to the sensitive, remote viewing part of it. I was awakened On the morning
of Dec. 23 when an energy wave hit me while I was sleeping. It appeared to have
come from YS.There have been numerous waves since, many of them making me
feel just sick all over. I have been plagues with a migraine-type headache most of
the time since as have most of the reast of the family.For instance, I had two full
blown migraine events through the night last night. These migraines woke me up
out of my sleep. This is highly,highly unusual and in my mind almost certainly
connected to YS. I am acutely aware of YS as it were a sore somewhere on my
physical body.
And finally the remote viewing part. The energy of the earth is flowing towards
YS at an alarming rate.This morning I can "see" a pillar of energy standing right
in the middle of all the movement. This does not appear to be a natural situation,
but I cannot say this for sure. The problem with vieiwng this situation is that I
have never viewed a super volcanoe erupting so I do not know if this is what it is
leading up too. I do know with all the sympthoms that I am having as a sensitive
human, it warrants careful observation of what is going on.
In light of what I saw in my vision I would say the best escape route for people in
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the "giants" reach is Northward. Everyone needs to stay calm and not panic, but
everyone needs to be very aware of what is going on with this "sleeping giant".
Good luck and Peace to all,
A.
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Roads connecting to NYC flooded; Pole
shift? Yellowstone?
« Reply #27 on: May 03, 2009, 02:13:48 PM tzUS/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
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I meant to post this to see if anyone else has picked up on something like this...
It was April 19-20 and I had a high up view looking at the the roads that connect
to NYC flooded by the Hudson River. Very dramatic. My first thought was: "is
this related to the early stages of the change of the earth tilt axis?" (When? not
sure in the least)
The HPH "webbots" have predicted a several months-long "global coastal
phenomena" starting in Mid-May this year.
Related ?
Before this whole sequence ended, there was the renewed question and
possibility of soem EQ's and possible 9mild or moderate) eruptions at
Yellowstone later this year. These in trun woudl connect with eruptions in the
Cascade Range.
-ASK
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Re: Visions of Quakes & Tsunamis &
Volcanoes
« Reply #28 on: May 04, 2009, 12:32:04 AM Reply Modify message Remove message
tz-US/NY »
Split Topic
This may relate to dreams and visions that I and a number of others have had of
this. ...
May 3 , 2009
New York Hit By Ancient Tsunami
Scientists propose that a huge wave crashed in the NY region 2300 years ago. It
dumped sediment and shells across Long Island and New Jersey and cast wood
debris far up the Hudson River. They are verifying radiocarbon dates to rule out
other causes.
The 300 BC sedimentary deposits indicate that some violent force swept the NE
coastal region. It could of been a large storm, but evidence points to a rare
Atlantic Ocean tsunami. Unusual marine fossils and deposits were also found
from 300 BC.
The 1929 Grand Banks tsunami killed more than 24 people and snapped
transatlantic cables. They say the one that hit NY was on this scale- 3-4 meters
high. Nanodiamonds and shocked minerals found lead them to believe it was a
meteor-caused wave.
-END
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Pole Spin Axis Shift dreams
« on: May 28, 2008, 01:13:42 AM tzUS/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove message Split
Topic

In addition to my recent tsunami dream that took place in the U.K., yesterday
morning
(http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=105.msg2133#msg2133) I
was woken to see the Earth’s tilt change somewhat. This was very striking. It was
like looking at the entire earth and seeing the imaginary axis line at its
commonally assumed tilt angle.
What many pole spin axis shift theorists have postulated (and I assumed as well)
is that the tilt ANGLE stays roughly the same (initially at least) and the earth’s
surface seems to reorient differently relative to the general tilt angle.
In the sequence this morning, it was clear that was not the case. The outcome in
terms of human geography would be about the same – the northern western area
of Russia would be a little closer to North pole and Montana would be closer to
the equator.
This could also explain HPH detecting a noticeable loss in seasonality – two
seasons tendency – summer and winter with very little spring/fall transition.
-ASK
PS
Of all the major pole shift/crustal shift visions and scientific speculations, what I
was witnessing from space is consistent with these. It is more than interesting
that the magnetic north is moving in the same direction.
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Earth Pole/Crustal Shifts
« Reply #3 on: September 28, 2009, 02:05:10
PM tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

Sept 28
This past week, I "saw" the relationship between crust and the inner earth
change. Gently at first, then more vigorously. Given my history of future visions
on planetary changes, I would interpret this to be a precursor to what will later
appear to be a pole shift of the earth rotational axis. Eventually leading to a
change in the angle of the axis of rotation.
The dynamics are very complex involving earth relationship to sun and solar
system relationship to galactic dynamics. For whatever it is worth, a composite of
these inner experiences over the years all fit together rather neatly with a
coherent consistency between them all.
I have also "seen" from a vantage point out in space the change to the ANGLE of
the earth axis. The new north pole was somewhere in the area of N.W. Russia possiblly coastal.
I have also "seen" the earth change orbit.
Also the major crustal plates go up and down and roatate around - espeically in
the Pacific submarine zone.
Also viewed detailed changes to the USA west coast.
All I believe to be high probabilties in the future.
They are also reinforced by a "future viewing" of the aftermath of major sloshing
of the oceans across the planet -- related to these major changes.
The timing of the initial earthchanges seemed related to the disease that wiped
out many people, then the earth changes. In one future traveling, there was a
written message that said the deaths were caused by the vaccine.
So IF I was seeing things clearly, the vaccine/flu deaths coming in 2010 presage
the earthchanges.
-ASK
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Earth / New earth leaving orbit? - A story
for everyone
« on: April 04, 2009, 02:09:24 AM tz-US/NY »
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NOTE: E-mail received. More on this to come.
submitted by JC
March 2009
Once upon a time, long long ago and far far away:
The Earth traveled through the universe as a wandering star. There was a time we
remember in the deepest part of ourselves that we saw a sky with no sun, no
stars, no night, just a sky that had a simmering light that showed everything with
no shadows and no illusions. In that time, we were at peace with everything and
everyone. There was no war, no fighting and no killing of other living things.
Many were able to live with no more than the waters of life that flowed
everywhere and one could just drink of this water for total sustenance.
Now we came into a place where there was a sun in the sky and the people and
animals no longer talked with each other. We became a people separate from the
others on the planet and from the other peoples on the planet. Fighting and war
between the peoples on the Earth and the other living things on the planet
became the normal way of being. We no longer saw ourselves as a part of Creator
and of its creation. We saw ourselves as separate from everything. The peoples no
longer talked with the plants and animals on the Earth and our connection to
spirit became a thing to fear and desire at the same time.
There were many on the Earth that still held onto the connection but they became
withdrawn from the peoples and only shared their wisdom with a few. Many held
onto a small brief connection to the animals and plants but it was more for a way
of using them for power to sustain their existence upon this new and different
Earth. Why had this happened and what needed doing to change this existence
into the Eden that we remember within the deepest part of ourselves?
Earth as a wanderer
Once upon a time, the Earth traveled through the universe, only stopping in an
area for a brief stay. This stopping could be for many months or years and
sometimes for many years. This is because the Earth is a part of the healing of all
of the creation structure everywhere. We are familiar with the idea that we have
come into this place to help with the healing of the world or of the universe as a
whole. This can be true and is true for some planets and even larger structures of
the universe. A planet can be a source of healing physical structure just as we are
a source for healing others around us.
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There are certain planets that have a different energetic structure, a structure that
allows it to move in order to be at the locations where most needed. It has been
said and recognized that the Earth and other planets have a life force; an identity
that is similar but on a greater scale to our own energetic structure. That it is alive
has consciousness, a soul that is evolving just as we evolve. There are twelve
planets within the structure of this section of the universe whose mission is to
help keep the balance within the universal structure and to go into areas that are
in need of healing and bring The Creators light to that section in need. The Earth
is one of these twelve planets.
Sometimes when the area or section is in deep difficulties the planets will come in
a larger group massing more than just one or two of the planets. In this are there
are twelve planets that have come together to help with the healing. Some of the
planets have engendered damage beyond easy recovery. (At least two) These
Creator will in and give new life and a new purpose to evolve and be. This planet
and the peoples within and upon it (peoples, animals, plants, minerals and all
energetic life forms) were almost one of the unrecoverable ones. We are now in
the final stages of cleaning up the structures and energies so that we can again
become the wanderer and healer of old. It may be that soon the Earth will leave
the orbit of this solar system and become a planet with no night and one that no
longer has any darkness of any sort, physically or energetically.
When this happens, the physical structures change dramatically and the life
forms on the planet evolve. Some leaving the physical structure to come back as a
new and different species, others just evolve without leaving the structure. How
this happens is different each time the Earth moves into its wandering stage there
is dramatic change with all life on the planet. What and how is unknown until it
happens. What some know is that there have always been life forms on the Earth
that have within them the Soul. Those with souls are Beings that are here to know
The Creator and to evolve into Creator Beings themselves. We are on one of the
most wonderful places to learn the secrets of creation, learn the lessons of
becoming creators and to help the other worlds within this beautiful creation to
evolve and to grow into creation.
We will soon be leaving this solar system and begin our wandering anew. Will it
be the physical Earth, moving out of the solar system or will be a energetic Earth
leaving the physical Earth to continue on its path of evolving? This is unknown at
this time, what is known is that there will be a parting from this space and an
evolving of all species that exist upon the Earth. We are in a wonderful time, the
old damaged structure of this universe is healing and we are breaking free from
the darkness and structure that held us in bondage for so long.
It is a wonderful time to be here for many of us. It has been difficult to be here
and to do the work of healing all that has been wrong and all that has gone wrong
but it has been one of the most wonderful and powerful growing experiences for
all who have worked to heal this place. Let us now turn our hearts, minds and
spirit to the new adventure that is awaiting us within the next few years and let us
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celebrate our freedom and our new growth that we are now beginning to
experience and that is now here to hold and grow.
-JC (John Crawford)
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Comments - my own experience with this
and illustration
« Reply #1 on: April 18, 2009, 01:34:35 AM tzUS/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

Some thoughts - is this "new earth" leaving orbit?
The first I encountered the notion of earth leaving orbit was in Ken Carey’s work
from mid-1980’s as he described one of the creation dreams/intentions for a
higher vibratory earth and its higher vibratory future occupants. He described
1000 years of Christ consciousness embodied and the evolution toward a vast
collective being of the matter of earth and all its higher vibratory biology –and
the new human species that would form much of the sentient collective organism
that would then take earth on its own path –a planetary size bio-sentient
spaceship – perhaps twice the present envelope (in my viewing of this) as the
present physical earth.
I have had inklings of this on and off over the years. Last year I found myself
viewing earth from space and saw its axis tilt change (maybe 20 to 30 degree it
seemed –maybe more). Not long afterwards, I had another experience in which I
saw the earth leave its present orbit. I could not tell who or what was directing it
–or when. It also seemed to me that it could happen much sooner than Ken
Carey’s inspired writing under the title of Third Millennium.
It was also unclear to me whether I was seeing the ordinary physical earth of
ordinary human awareness –or New Earth, a higher vibratory earth, taking off on
its new journey. However, it was my impression that I was seeing the “New
Earth” as this would be consistent with earlier insights into the existence of a
higher vibrational earth. (see GA News Oct 2007 on New Earth/New Creation)
Of interesting note, there is the work of Talbott and company that makes an
excellent case for the earth having had a different orbit in ancient times and that
humans did survive the experience. (Link at www.thunderbolts.info ) Also there
are the people at http://www.binaryresearchinstitute.org who are making a
compelling case for the binary companion of our sun. This too would fit the bill. I
think there is a consistency between these two groups’ work. Hopefully they can
be good collaborators.
More on this later.
-ASK
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Whales Swimming Over City Streets
« on: May 10, 2008, 12:04:10 AM tzReply Modify message Remove message Split
US/NY »
Topic
Whales Swimming Over City Streets
I very rarely ever post dreams I have, unless as specific precognition. This one fits
in too well to the seemingly growing theme of tsunamis, global coastal events,
and major earthchanges in general.
I found myself (and for not the first time I recalled this morning) looking out over
a scene in which a moderate size city had been half submerged - imagine a city
center with lots of buildings - but none especially tall – like you might find in a
city of 50,000 to 150,000 people. There was a boat and some people there in the
scene that I called the "whale patrol". The water was very clear, somewhat cool -felt like high 50's to mid-60's F. Instead of seeing city streets and walks, there
was sand and silt sediment. The buildings were generally tilted - as if the geology
had tilted slightly. There were whales swimming or lazing along what had been
the streets. Humpback whales or a type very similar. We were commenting on
their pectoral fins. Looked like humpback fins to me. So there was a boat with a
few people on board and a couple of others elsewhere. The "whale patrol" was
evidently to simply observe - but also to determine if
the damaged buildings (think broken plate glass
windows and sharp steel etc., from ruined buildings)
posed a danger to the whales who were interested in
seeing how the humans had lived.
Seemed like a North American location given how
the group spoke and how the buildings looked. No
other humans in this scene.
-ASK
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Dreams, Visions, Future Viewing, and
Precognition – and the Human Psyche
« on: April 05, 2011, 02:55:18 AM tz-US/NY »
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Dreams, Visions, Future Viewing, and Precognition – and the Human Psyche
April 4, 2011
Over many, years I have had a wide range of these experiences and compared notes with
others who have had comparable experiences. My first precognitive earthchange
experience (that I recall) was to be future viewing the 1989 San Francisco earthquake
three days prior. It was as if I was there on the street, bricks and walls were crumbling,
gas lines burning, etc.
While many of us “saw” these things years ago, these were mostly part of a larger field of
potential future outcomes, now this is changing.
At first it seemed relatively simple to sort out internal psychological processing from real
“seeing”, there is an element that very very few have ever addressed: the invasion of our
human mind space by a range of entities from ET’s types to demonic and non-physical
entities. Yes, and then there would be the cross-linking of various human consciousness
in these states due to energetic cording or telepathic invasion.
I mention this because there is a good body of anecdotal research that confirms the
deliberate invasion of human minds by entities of various types. Some of these entities
are truly malevolent, others simply have no regard whatsoever for any sense of “ethics”
and are much like human researchers who have no regard for the creatures or eco-systems
they invade and damage and traumatize in the name of “research”.
This “invasion” is further encouraged by all the channeled rubbish – more and more
people, desperate for some crumb of information that appears different than mass
media… So they promote this. And promote various cults, some of which influence
directly tens or hundreds of thousands of people.
So develop your own discernment, keep your wits about you, develop a clearer or sharper
wit!
As to dreams that may foretell what is likely to happen, etc. I have noted over the years a
number of individuals who are clear headed in remembering and reporting their altered
states of awareness. Some compare notes with one another. Getting real dates or close
timing of weeks or months of significant events is fairly rare.
At one point I thought perhaps the HalfPastHuman system was a complementary source
to psychic/intuitive sources, especially when they coincided closely in content. However,
I can no longer consider this since there is a very large question as to integrity of these
reports. Specifically, I am referring to the ease at which public forums are scanned and
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wild ass speculations and downright manipulations are unfilterable and so HPH is
contaminated by such content. And is little more than a new form of mathematical
content analysis, something well known and widely utilized in social science for decades.
Originally it was presented that HPH was attempting to identify likely future events
based upon an interesting and reasonable notion that the language expressions of humans
unconsciously conveys likely major future events. While this may be relatively easy in
terms of financial markets, it is a major stretch to apply this to earthchanges for example.
And indeed, the HPH system has failed to detect most all major earthchange events in
any meaningful way, including the 2004 Indonesian quake, Japan quakes. Even the Sept
11 events were not predicted by their system in any meaningful way. More recently, the
HPH reports offer little more than speculative editorializing based upon extensive
surveys of web-based verbiage and the emotional bias of those who prepare the reports.
Worse even, their reports have directly supported many falsehoods and engineered
memes of the powers-that-be. One recent example is the false "political awakening" or
"global revolution", etc.
In addition there the various sources of channelled misinformation, disinformation, and
outright lies and of course the so-called alternative anti-powers-that-be media figures
who actually are working on behalf of controilling the masses. So it is no wonder I advise
to turn away from all this.
Likewise, most psychics and sensitives have been unable to accurately detect such events
in meaningful ways to other humans, such as closely identifying time and place.
One of the reasons this has been difficult for psychics and sensitives over recent decades
was due to the problems of multiple timelines and parallel realities, further complicated
by the parasitic work-like manipulations by dark forces operating just slightly beyond the
threshold of ordinary discernment. Slightly beyond is important, since these entities have
been caught and observed doing this, and so their tricks have become better known.
Now we have a unified time-space field and the past year and especially recent months
practiced psychics and sensitives as well as totally naïve experiencers have been
reporting.
Many more now are more immune or otherwise less subject to having their awareness
tampered with by various dark entities –human or otherwise.
So now we are see more details of massive destruction of cities, flooding, cosmic storms,
strange atmospheric events, higher levels of existence, war and conflict, and a host of
other major events. More and more a sense of timing is developing.
These are murkily coming into focus in terms of a few days, a few weeks, a few months,
and the coming year or two. So perhaps with the reduction confusing reality systems and
a reduction in deliberate interference with thoughts, we will be able to better determine
what is most likely, when and where.
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While these events are still too fluid in terms of calendar time, as of this writing, the time
period being looked at is fairly short (2011 to 2013) with a special focus on the coming
months of 2011. This has already resulted in a more close information relative to nature
of the events, timing, and locations. To summarize this period with understatement,
things are looking very chaotically messy and yet we may be finding some short term
practical value in navigating busy intersections where there are not only cars and buses
(some out of control) to avoid, but also falling buildings, water sloshing everywhere, and
all manner of planetary/solar instabilities.
We are also getting more glimpses and experineces in ordinary awareness of the next
levels of existence. To me this is far more improtant than predicting the week or day that
San Diego or Japan will go underwater. The scale and scope of the events some are
reporting as near term future viewings are of such enormity that there is for the most part
nothing humans can do practically to avoid or alter these events.
For those who are clear about the prescience or meaning of their visions, then the
question becomes one of how to act upon such information and with whom.
As always, the main thing must be to remain focused on your nature as a spiritual being
in all respects and embrace what you have most learned in this 3D existence about
creation, existence, and more. What are your high attractors?
Do feel free to share significant dreams/visions you are remembering from your normal
waking or sleeping hours.
I suspect we may be finding a closer coherency these days than we have in prior years.
More on this later…
-ASK
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